Mixed Linkers

A Simple and Non-Destructive Method for Assessing the Incorporation of Bipyridine Dicarboxylates as Linkers within Metal–Organic Frameworks


Abstract: As a novel avenue for applications, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are increasingly used for heterogenizing catalytic molecular species as linkers into their crystalline framework. These multifunctional compounds can be accessed with mixed linkers synthesis or postsynthetic-exchange strategies. Major limitations still reside in their challenging characterization; in particular, to provide evidence of the genuine incorporation of the functionalized linkers into the framework and their quantification. Herein, we demonstrate that a combination of computational chemistry, spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction allows access to a non-destructive analysis of mixed-linker UiO-67-type materials featuring biphenyl- and bipyridine-dicarboxylates. Our UV/Vis-based methodology has been further applied to characterize a series of Rh-functionalized UiO-67-type catalysts. The proposed approach allows a recurrent key issue in the characterization of similar supported organometallic systems to be solved.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are attracting ongoing exceptional interest in the scientific community since they demonstrated their wide chemical and structural versatility[1] as well as efficacy in high-value-added applications for energy, fine chemicals synthesis or health care. In the particular field of photocatalysis, MOFs are reported to be very promising materials thanks to their porous and hybrid organic–inorganic structure allowing the fine-tuning of their light-harvesting and catalytic properties.[2] Among the large range of available MOFs, the zirconia-based frameworks, such as the UiO-6n (n = 6,7,8) series are now widely studied platforms for heterogeneous photocatalytic systems stemming from their ease of synthesis and functionalization associated with their exceptional chemical and thermal stability under realistic conditions.[3] Furthermore, a variety of isoreticular Zr-Uio structures are accessible using isotopological organic ligands with various lengths and functional groups as linkers.[4] Of particular interest, 2,2’-bipyridineedicarboxylate (bipydcdc) is isotopological to the ubiquitous biphényldicarboxylate (bpdc) linker, and 2,2’-bipipyridine (bipy) is extensively used as an organic ligand for chelating active molecular metal complexes, the widely used photosensitizer [Ru(bipy)3]Cl2 being the most known example.

Lin and co-workers previously demonstrated the efficiency of Zr-Uio-67 solids self-assembled using a series of organometallic complexes, such as Re-, Ir- and Ru–bipydc linkers, for various photocatalytic reactions.[5] More generally, the incorporation of bipydc derivatives as linkers within the primarily bpdc-based Zr-Uio-67 solid provides a foundation for building new MOF-based photocatalytic systems,[6] using either mixed-linker (ML) synthesis or post-synthetic exchange (PSE) strategies. Still, the in-depth characterization of such solids containing multiple linkers, that is, mixed-linker MOFs or MOF-supported organometallic complexes, remains a challenge which must be addressed in order to rule out a simple, even if irreversibile, encapsulation of the organic ligand and provide evidence for the genuine incorporation within the hybrid framework. Indeed, whether the MOF acts as a cooperative solid ligand or as an electronically neutral nano-container is of a particular key issue in the characterization of similar supported organometallic systems.
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amount importance to understand photocatalytic mechanisms and for further improving MOF-based systems.

To date, diagnosing the incorporation of the bipydc linker within the Zr-UiO-67’s framework remains complicated, considering that the structural information in UIOs is often limited to the analysis of the X-ray powder pattern in combination with spectroscopic techniques (IR spectroscopy, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), etc.)[4,6] Only recently, a structural analogue of Zr-UiO-67 was prepared with bipydc and its structure solved using single-crystal data,[7] providing a clear insight into the post-synthetic metalation of this solid.[8] In principle, solid-state NMR potentially allows such in-depth characterization of multiple linkers in MOFs. Recently sophisticated approaches, including rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) NMR measurements combined with Monte Carlo simulations[9] and H spin-diffusion magic-angle spinning measurements[10] provided detailed information on the apportionment of multiple linkers within the MOF-5 crystal structure. We applied dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) NMR techniques to post-synthetically functionalized MOFs, determining the distribution of different linkers inside a unique framework.[11] Still, such NMR methods are rather time-consuming and limited to diamagnetic systems that suffer from potentially long relaxation times.[12]

Recently, we reported the heterogenization of a molecular rhodium catalyst, [Cp*Rh(bipydc)] (Cp* = C5Me5, by postsynthetic linker exchange in Zr-UiO-67 to build the Cp*Rh@UiO-67 catalyst designed to perform the photocatalysis of CO2 into formate.[13]

At the time, the incorporation of the [Cp*Rh(bipydc)] metal complex as a linker within the UiO’s framework was proved using indirect evidence combining an NMR-monitored functionalization reaction, elemental analysis, X-ray powder diffraction and gas sorption. This time-consuming procedure, while in strong support of the postulated Rh-functionalized Zr-UiO-67 structure, mostly based its characterization of the covalent incorporation of the [Cp*Rh(bipydc)] complex within the framework on indirect evidence.

Herein, we present an easily accessible method to assess and quantify the genuine incorporation of any two linkers, bpd and bipydc, into a single MOF crystal structure, using the topical Zr-UiO-67 MOF as a case study. Our non-destructive approach is constructed around the symbiosis of accessible computational chemistry, UV/vis spectroscopy and crystallography. In the first step, DFT calculations determined changes in both the electronic and crystal structures of Zr-UiO-67 upon the incorporation of the bipydc linker within the framework. Both UV/vis and X-ray diffraction were used to corroborate the calculation findings on a series of mixed-linker Zr-UiO-67 solids (Figure 1a) featuring various bpd/bipydc compositions. In a second step, we analysed the UV/vis spectra of the Cp*Rh@UiO-67 series of solids (Figure 1b) synthesized using a postsynthetic-exchange strategy.[13] With the methods presented herein, we ascertain with certainty that the incorporation of the [Cp*Rh(bipydc)] complex into the functionalized Zr-UiO-67 framework, and more generally, has led to the development of a method of analysis of ligand uptake in metal–organic frameworks that features mixed-linker functionality.

DFT calculations were performed for a series of mixed-linker Zr-UiO-67-based models. The reported defect-free crystallographic structure of the pristine bpd-based Zr-UiO-67 (Figure 1c) was used for all DFT calculations, featuring six distinct bpd linkers in its primitive cell.[14] As a result, substitutions of bipydc may be made in 16% increments. Considering these substitutions, seven models were constructed: Zr-UiO-67, Zr-UiO-67-16 %bipydc, Zr-UiO-67-33 %bipydc, Zr-UiO-67-50 %bipydc, Zr-UiO-67-66 %bipydc, Zr-UiO-67-83 %bipydc and Zr-UiO-67-100 %bipydc. The seven structures were relaxed with respect to lattice parameters and atomic positions by using the PBEsol functional in VASP[15] with the convergence criteria detailed in the Supporting Information. The resultant structures were found to be in excellent agreement with experimentally collected data. A long-range screen hybrid functional, HSE06[16] was also employed to recover quantitative electronic properties.

The computed changes in cell volume and band gap as a function of the bipydc composition are presented in Figure 2a (PBEsol) and b (HSE06), revealing a cell contraction correlated to a band-gap closure. The HSE06-computed band gaps were consistently 1.2 eV greater than those predicted by PBEsol, thus correcting the systematic underestimation from PBEsol. The HSE06-computed Zr-UiO-67 electronic band gap (3.63 eV) is in excellent agreement with the measured optical band gap (3.5–3.68 eV).[18] The marked similarities between the functionals provide two productive avenues for broadening the scope of our methods: 1) PBEsol performs systematically similar to HSE06 with the deficit of recovering quantitative electronic properties. However, qualitatively PBEsol was indeed useful, and required substantially less computational resources.
The highest-occupied state (Figure 1d) is centered on or correlated feature primarily for the Zr-UiO-67-%bipydc models and the PBEsol (a) and HSE06 (b) electronic band gap. The extrapolated value for HSE06 Zr-Uio-67-100% bipydc (grey square) is derived from the line of best fit to overcome the computational limitation. To elucidate whether lattice contraction alone can be attributed to the reduction in band gap, explicit calculations of cell contraction of the native Zr-Uio-67 were performed (c), and show that the reduction in band gap is not explicitly a product of reduced cell volumes.

Figure 2. The linear correlation between computed primitive cell volume of Zr-Uio-67-%bipydc models and the PBEsol (a) and HSE06 (b) electronic band gap. The extrapolated value for HSE06 Zr-Uio-67-100% bipydc (grey square) is derived from the line of best fit to overcome the computational limitation.

From these substitution-induced lattice contractions and band-gap reductions, two interesting questions arise: 1) What is the origin of the band-gap reduction and 2) what is the origin of the lattice contraction. These questions cannot be answered exclusive of each other. Expectedly, the band edges of UIO-67 and its derivatives are defined by the organic linker.[6b,13,17] The highest-occupied state (Figure 1d) is centered on bpd-c, regardless of the bipydc composition (see 50% bipydc example in Figure S1, Supporting Information). However, the lowest-unoccupied state shifts from being bpd-c-centred in the pristine Zr-Uio-67 as shown in Figure 1d to primarily bipydc-centred in all bipydc-containing models.

This slight reduction in the conduction-band minimum (CBM) energy results in a decrease in the band gap. Furthermore, as the amount of bipydc per cell increases, the gap closes as the band-edge energy decreases with increased DOS at the CBM. The localization of the CBM for the Zr-Uio-67-50% bipydc model is shown in Figure S1b, Supporting Information, and the projected DOS in Figure S2, Supporting Information. Thus, we can address one contributing origin to the observed band-gap decrease: a reduction in CBM energy and localization on bipydc.

To isolate the change in electronic properties arising from purely mechanical lattice contraction installed by the incorporation of bipydc, the pristine bpdc-based Zr-Uio-67 solid was compressed to pressures that produced similar cell volumes to those observed in bipydc-containing models (see the Supporting Information for details), as illustrated in Figure 2c.[18] Under the regime presented here, the increase in cell pressure (hence the reduced cell volume) alone produces a marginal redshift in the electronic band gap and cannot account for the magnitude of the redshift predicted for the mixed-linker Zr-Uio-67s upon bpdc/bipydc exchange.[19]

The cell contraction (∼2.3% with respect to the pristine Zr-Uio-67) is attributed to the decreased length of the bipydc linker relative to bpdc, that is, 9.92 versus 10.07 Å when measured from the terminal carbon atoms, and also to a smaller aromatic torsion angle (29.25 vs. 31.04°). Also, a subtle rotation of the inorganic ZrO2 nodes connecting bipydc and bpdc linkers allows an incremental cell contraction upon bipydc incorporation.

We concluded that the decrease in band gap observed upon the substitution of bpdc with bipydc originates from a primarily chemical feature (rather than mechanical). Whilst both cell contraction and orbital energy tuning contribute to this effect, the latter is dominant. Importantly, the incorporation of bipydc within the Zr-Uio-67s framework should produce a detectable contraction in cell volume concomitant with a redshift in optical absorption.

To probe the predicted lattice contraction, a series of mixed-linker Zr-Uio-67s were synthesized so as to experimentally characterize the effect of increasing %bipydc compositions within the framework. The compounds were prepared according to the previously reported solvothermal self-assembly procedures.[14,16] The mixed-linker Zr-Uio-67 compounds were prepared by replacing part of the bpdc acid molecules with bipydc acid molecules in the synthetic mixtures. The synthesized solids featured 0, 13, 20, 46 and 100% bipydc linker, named Zr-Uio-67, Zr-Uio-67-13% bipydc, Zr-Uio-67-20% bipydc, Zr-Uio-67-46% bipydc and Zr-Uio-67-100% bipydc, referring to the % of bipydc as measured by liquid 1H NMR analysis of the dissolved samples (Figure S3, Supporting Information). The crystals were evacuated overnight at 120°C under primary vacuum. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms revealed a slight decrease of the accessible surface areas with increasing %bipydc (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of all samples confirmed the systematic retention of the crystalline framework, with no loss of crystallinity upon increasing %bipydc. Bragg peaks can be perfectly indexed with a cubic unit cell, with space-group F23, with no sign of secondary phase (Figure S5, Supporting Information). A gradual shift in 2θ positions when the amount of bipydc is increased indicates that the volume of the unit cell is gradually reduced as more bipydc is incorporated into the hybrid framework (Figure 3) by 135 Å3 for the Zr-Uio-67-100% bipydc with respect to the pristine Zr-Uio-67, in line with the computational predictions (115 Å3). Lattice parameters (Table S2, Supporting Information) precisely follow the Vegard’s law and this behaviour is, therefore, reminiscent of a solid solution behaviour between the two endmembers, the lattice parameters of which are in excellent agreement with those reported for the pristine Zr-Uio-67 and Zr-Uio-67-100% bipydc end members.[7]

We then turned to characterization with UV/vis spectroscopy of the synthesized mixed-linker Zr-Uio-67s series. Like most metal–organic frameworks, Zr-Uio-67 is a wide gap insulator with the pristine bpdc-based Zr-Uio-67 featuring an experi-
From the cell-volume contraction and computed band-gap reduction upon bipydc incorporation, it is anticipated that there should be a small but detectable redshift in the absorption onset. Figure 4 shows the experimental UV/vis absorption data obtained for the mixed-linker Zr-Uio-67-13 %bipydc, −20 %bipydc, −46 %bipydc and −100 %bipydc solids. The incorporation of bipydc into the Zr-Uio-67s crystal lattice not only causes an observable lattice contraction but also a redshifted UV/vis absorption spectrum. The gradient of the optical band gap closure as a function of bipydc incorporation within the hybrid framework follows a well-behaved linear regression in both calculations and experiments (Figure 4 inset, $R^2 = 0.99$ and 0.98, respectively). The slopes of the interpolation linear fit reported in the inset of Figure 4 are very similar for both calculations and experiment (−0.0018 and −0.0024 for the calculated and experimental series, respectively, individual band gap values being reported in Table S3, Supporting Information). In addition, the experimentally collected −100 %bipydc point corresponds very closely to that of our empirically derived −100 %bipydc model. This demonstrates that the exact amount of bipydc linker incorporated as a part of the Zr-Uio-67s framework can be monitored using the relative change in optical band gap values from the pristine to the targeted bipydc-functionalized MOF.

Following a postsynthetic-exchange strategy, a series of four solids, 5 %, 10 %, 20 % and 35 %-Cp*Rh@Uio-67, were prepared by reacting the pristine Zr-Uio-67 solid with the molecular complex [Cp*Rh(bipydc)Cl]2 to give the structures as schematically shown in Figure 1b. Providing direct evidence of the incorporation of the Rh-functionalized bipydc linker into the Zr-Uio-67s framework by PSE is a key point. The diffuse reflectance spectra of the whole series of the Rh-containing Cporh@Uio-67s (Figure 5a) allowed the determination of an optical band gap value of 2.4 eV assigned to the Rh-localised d–d transition and independent of the %>[Cp*Rh(bipydc)] composition. The intensity of this low-energy feature was found to increase as a function of the %>[Cp*Rh(bipydc)] composition. Originally unaddressed was the behaviour of the higher energy feature (~3 eV, indicated with an arrow Figure 5a) assigned to the π–π* transition for the organic linkers within the MOF. We may now consider the evolution of this high-energy feature and observe its redshift as more [Cp*Rh(bipydc)] linkers are introduced in the solid. Importantly the magnitude of this red shift is linearly correlated to the %>[Cp*Rh(bipydc)] and hence the amount of bipydc within the solid (Figure 5b). Overall, despite the constant measured optical band gap of Zr-Uio-67 upon postsynthetic linker exchange (assigned to the lower-energy Rh-centred d–d transition), the shift of the higher energy π–π* transition may be interpreted in a similar fashion as in the series of Zr-Uio-67 %bipydc solids as a signature of the genuine incorporation of the [Cp*Rh(bipydc)]-functionalized linker within the framework.

Our simple and non-destructive way of characterizing the genuine incorporation of bipydc and bipydc-based metal complexes within the Zr-Uio-67s framework using UV/vis adsorption addresses a key issue in the characterization of MOF-supported organometallic systems. To this end, we have shown such an approach to be applicable with solids prepared either with mixed-linker synthetic strategy or postsynthetic exchange. In this instance, we explored the effects of multiple linkers on a framework constructed with Zr metal nodes—for which, the occupied p-orbitals and unoccupied d-orbitals shows certainly a negligible contribution to the band edges in MOFs that contain polyaromatic linkers. Most MOFs fulfill the criterion that either the valence band maximum (VBM) or conduction band
minimum (CBM) are controlled by organic π-electrons.\textsuperscript{[20]} The application of our method may thus be broadened beyond Zr-UIO-67 and derivatives to any MOF featuring organic-centred frontier bands through the simple monitoring of the observable electronic transition associated to the linker (either in the UV or visible range). Such a combination of theory and experiment should provide a simple alternative to more complex and demanding characterization techniques, and an efficient pathway for the analysis of linkers’ incorporation in metal–organic frameworks.

Experimental Section

Computation, synthesis and characterization (PXRD, gas sorption, NMR) details are given in the Supporting Information.
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